Promises Short of Goal
As Donation Date Nears

SDS Discount Cards
Go On Sale Today

Discount cards, which will entitle the bearer to a 10-30% reduction in price at stores in the vicinity of the Baruch School and in other points in the City, will go on sale today for 25 cents each.

The tickets will be distributed through the Student Discount Subcommittee of Student Council's National Student Association Committee, and will be sold at the ninth floor booth and in all classrooms by Boosters. Student Council representatives and members of Alpha Phi Omega, in line with a policy of not contracting only with non-competitors, the Discount Committee has signed a record shop, stationery firm, two restaurants, barber shop, drug cosmetic store, hardware establishment, furniture firm, men's haberdashery, men's shoe store, three women's apparel shops, a women's shoe store and three theaters. Proceeds from the sale of the cards will be used to pay national and regional NFA dues and to defray the expenses of the national NSA convention.

The discount service is a project of the Business and Public Administration City College of New York City College Community Charities drive. Voting will take place from 10-3:30 at the ninth floor booth. Eight organizations are to be selected from a list of 15 charity groups which is compiled by the CCC Committee, and from any other organizations designated by students as write-in votes.

In order to vote, students must be present when their group names appear. The voting process is simple: a write-in card is handed out to students. They fill out the cards and turn them in to the CCC Committee.

The Bloodmobile will set up operations in Lounge A from 9:30-1:30. Pledges to give blood may be obtained at the ninth floor booth, and students are requested by the Committee to return them as soon as possible so that a time schedule for donors may be established.

Donors are also asked to follow the diet prescribed by the Red Cross. Meals prepared especially for donors will be served by the cafeteria. Bitter and fried foods are to be avoided before giving blood, particularly beer, margarine, aspidin and cream.

The City College Blood Bank, which has done an enormous amount of work in the past, will receive the donation cards.

Students at the Baruch School will vote today to decide which charities will share in the funds collected this year by the Baruch School Community Charities drive.

The City College Blood Bank, which has done an enormous amount of work in the past, will receive the donation cards.

By Joan Lee Zalkin

With the Red Cross Bloodmobile scheduled to arrive at the Baruch School next Monday, only 28 percent of the 500 pint goal set by the Blood Bank Committee for its semi-annual drive by a professional architect to determine if additional renovation set for HP. The Lambda House facilities in the new era in student life here.
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Reconditioning Set for HP;
Additional Renovation Seen

Lampton House, home of the Baruch School, will be refurnished and re-equipped by the City College Fund next year as the first step in giving the students a "shiny, new center for student activities," Dr. T. Oden Woodruff, president of the Fund's Board of Directors, announced last week.

The Board has further authorized a survey of current Lamport House facilities by a professional architect to determine if additional renovation set for HP. The Lambda House facilities in the new era in student life here.
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Judy Neavirth
New Sweetheart

Let's celebrate! "Energy" Exhibition
Illustrates Forces

By Norman Adler
"Energy," an exhibition of photographs showing many different forms of energy and man-made power, is now on display at the main entrance of the Student Union.

Induced from the photographic display are the possibilities for man to utilize these energy forms. The exhibition was originated by the Campus Educational Unit and sponsored by the Student Union.

The display is designed to show the relationship between the energy source and the energy convertor. Energy is a form of matter which can be transformed from one mode to another.

The presentation has been prepared by Franklin, John Geiger, and Fredric Scholl, and Frank Blake, of the Student Union.

A Texas newspaper sociales a silent film showing the relationship between the energy convertor and the energy source and the public's role in conserving energy. Films are converted to the film to be shown in the Student Union at 10:00 A.M. on Wednesday, December 12.

The energy convertor is the medium through which the energy is converted to its ultimate form of use. In the Student Union, the convertor is a small scale model of an automobile engine with a motor attached to it. In operation, the engine is run at a constant speed and the motor is driven by a belt.

The conversion of energy from the convertor to the energy source is shown by a small scale model of a steam engine with a boiler attached to it. In operation, the engine is run at a constant speed and the boiler is heated from an external source of heat.

The presentation has been prepared by Franklin, John Geiger, and Fredric Scholl, and Frank Blake, of the Student Union.

To Leslie Club
A highlight of the evening will be the presentation by Leslie Club of the Carnegie Hall, New York City. The evening will start at 8:00 P.M. in the Student Union.

The Carnegie Hall, New York City, is located on the northwest corner of Broadway and 57th Street.

The Student Union will be equipped to accommodate 300 people, and refreshments will be served at the end of the evening.

The Student Union will be equipped to accommodate 300 people, and refreshments will be served at the end of the evening.

Pamphlet Distribution
A pamphlet distribution will take place in the Student Union on November 29th.

The pamphlets will be distributed by the Student Union and the Student Council.

IFC Suspension to Lead To Like Club Board Action

Any fraternity which is suspended by the Interfraternity Council is to be considered for suspension by the Student Council.

The suspension will take place on December 1st and will continue for a period of at least one week.

The suspension is to be considered an automatic and absolute suspension.
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Research Center, nine city blocks south of City Hall, is a footpath in the middle of a sun-scorched asphalt jungle, but a home is hidden in the midst of the confusion. The path is a haven for students, faculty, and researchers, providing a space for quiet reflection and scholarly pursuit. The path is a symbol of the resilience and determination of the city's community, who have built something beautiful in the midst of chaos. Here, the spirit of the city endures, and the promise of a brighter future is on the horizon.
Crowning of IFC Queen
To Feature 'Mistletoe Hop'

John-Frederick Eiseman, of Brooklyn College, was chosen as the first IFC Queen for the 1967-68 year. Eiseman, a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences, was crowned last Saturday night in the Parent's Lounge at the Hotel Commodore. The ceremony was held under the sponsorship of the Inter-Fraternity Council.

The choice was made by a vote of the 11 fraternity delegates who were present at the ceremony. The delegates were representing all the fraternities on campus.

Eiseman, who is a member of the Delta Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, is a member of several campus organizations, including the Inter-Fraternity Council, the Student Government Association, and the Student Senate.

The ceremony began with the presentation of flowers to the Queen-to-be, followed by the singing of the school song. The Queen then took the stage and was introduced to the audience. The audience then had the opportunity to vote for the Queen by placing a ticket in a box. The box was then opened, and the Queen's name was announced.

The ceremony concluded with a dance, which was enjoyed by all in attendance.

Later in the evening, the Queen and her entourage attended a reception in her honor, where she was presented with gifts and tokens of affection from her friends and fans.

The event was well attended, with many students and faculty members present.

In addition to the usual programme of events, the Queen also participated in several charity events, including a bake sale and a dance contest, which were both well attended.

The event was a great success, and the Queen was well received by all in attendance. She is expected to continue her active role in campus life and to continue to represent the college pride and spirit to which she was crowned.

For further information, please contact the Inter-Fraternity Council at 212-631-2121.
Boothers Win Met Championship

Beavers Nip Queens, 2-1, On Pair of Goals By Holm

A pair of last-period goals by Co-captain Tommy Holm enabled the City College soccer team to capture the Metropolitan soccer crown in thrilling fashion, as they defeated Queens, 2-1.

Trailing 1-0 going into halftime, the Wolvesmen continued the pressure on goalie Ira Birnbaum until Holm tallied his first marker at 7:09 on a pass from Andy Kessenides. Less than four minutes later, at 10:48, Holm netted the winning goal on a head shot following a skirmish in front of the Queens net. Bob Hayum was credited with an assist on the play.

The Knights eleven, which previously had never allowed more than one goal to any League opponent, scored first. Fred Wolfe's head shot at 5:04 of the initial session eluded City goalie Ira Birnbaum as he crossed the ball into the left corner of the net.

At 15:33 of the same period, a potential tying goal by Holm was disallowed because of an interference of the rules by another member of the City team.

During the remainder of the quarter and the entire second session, Queens concentrated on the defensive play and successfully thwarted every City attack. At 2:40 of the third session, Beaver forward John Kostantakos, playing his first game since his injury in the Kings Point fray, missed a goal by a few inches as his hard shot went wide of the net.

A flare-up between the referees and some of the teams was nearly averted at the close of the third period. Queens center El Wolfman tallied a goal after the whistle had blown signifying the end of the period. Because of the frenzied conditions of the session, which incidentally included a game by CCNY President Bill Galloge, the referee was forced to leave the field to bear the whistle. The goal was disallowed.

The surname regained the crown that they had held in 1951, but lost last year to Brooklyn Coach George "Red" Wolfe in his first session as City soccer coach, clinched a completed successful season.

Chasers Rip Hunter; Set Scoring Record

Putting on a display of power that completely overwhelmed its hapless foes, the Lavender began its stump roughed up against Hunter College, 97-64, Saturday night in the Main Gym before a capacity house in a game held for the benefit of the Stein Fund.

Herb Holmstrom

 incarcerated freely.
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Available For 45c's Trip

Get 'em while they last! Tickets for the 45 Club trips to Adelphi and Lafayette College in the City College basketball team are going fast. The Adelphi trip scheduled for this Sunday, will cost $1.50 plus the price of the ticket, while the Lafayette jaunt, Saturday, December 12, is priced at $4 including the ticket.

Reservations and information concerning departure times and other pertinent data may be obtained from Herb Nager in the TICKER office.

Frosh Five Routes Hunter In Season's Opening Tilt

Freshman hoop coach George "Red" Wolfe had a special welcome awaiting City's season-opening adversaries in the presence of Bob Welcome, Baby Beavers trounced the Hunter eleven, 61-56, Saturday night at the Main Gym.

After being held to a six-all tie in the opening stanza, the Beavers netted eight straight points and held a 14-10 lead at the end of the period. As visiting neophytes played the Wolvesmen to a virtual standstill as they left the floor at halftime, trailing 34-28.

The Lavender increased their lead to 50-41 in the third period as Ralph Scheffer, who scored 24 points in this quarter.

The home-fans turned the game into a rout in the final stanza as Welcome tallied ten points to move the Lavender in front by a 64-41 count. At this point Coach Wolfe began to substitute freely.